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Project Overview
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Horizon 2020 DiSIEM project

• Work programme: DS-04-2015 “Digital Security: 
Cyber security, Privacy and Trust”

• Type of action: Innovation Action
• Budget: €4M (EC contribution: €3.45M) 
• Consortium:
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Security Information and Event 
Management (SIEM) Systems

• Security Operation Centres: 
monitor and manage security 
of organizations infrastructures

• SIEM Systems: distributed tools 
used to collect, analyse and 
report security events

• Reasons to deploy a SIEM
– Compliance
– Threat complexity
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Size of the market in 
2021: USD ~6 billion

(increase of 12% 
until 2021)

Gartner’s Magic
Quadrant for SIEM
2018



Limitations of SIEM Systems
• Threat intelligence (i.e., capability of recognize and 

rank threats) capacity of SIEMs is still in its infancy
• SIEMs can show only “low level” data related with the 

received events, but they have little “intelligence” to 
process this data and extract high-level information for 
C-level managers

• Most data visualisation techniques in current SIEMs 
are rudimentary

• Event correlation capabilities of SIEMs are as good as 
the quality of the events fed to it

• SIEMs are incapable of retaining collected events for a 
long time
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DiSIEM Objective
The project aimed to address these limitations by 
enhancing existing SIEMs with components for 
accessing diverse data sources, feeding enhanced 
events, and generating enhanced reports and metrics 
to better inform SOCs
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Despite their widespread use and the impressive market growth, current SIEMs still have many limitations: 

1. The threat intelligence capacity of SIEMs is still in its infancy. Consequently, the systems are 
unable to automatically recognize novel threats that may affect (whole, or parts of) the monitored 
infrastructure, requiring considerable human intervention to adapt and react to changes in the threat 
landscape. This happens despite the availability of rich and up-to-date security-related information 
sources on the Internet (e.g., social media, blogs, security newsfeeds), which current SIEMs are 
unable to use. 

2. Current systems can show any “low-level” data related with the received events, but they have 
little “intelligence” to process this data and extract high-level information. These low-level data 
(e.g., number of failed logins in a server) are only accessible and meaningful to a limited subgroup 
of system admins, and are difficult to translate to high-level metrics for senior, C-level managers 
(such as executives and decision-makers who may need to make decisions on security expenditure, 
but may not necessarily be well versed in the technical details). This impacts, for instance, the 
capacity of SOC coordinators to justify the return on investment in security for an organization.  

3. Most data visualisation techniques in current SIEMs are rudimentary. Advanced data 
visualisation in current SIEMs are still limited. This can seriously impact the ability of the SOCs to 
deal with incidents as and when they happen, in a timely manner. 

4. The event correlation capabilities of SIEMs are as good as the quality of the events fed to it. 
Imprecise events and alarms generated by imperfect monitoring devices will be taken as correct by 
the SIEM and the uncertainties associated with these events are never communicated. 

5. Due to storage and event processing constraints, SIEMs are incapable of retaining the collected 
events for a long duration. This limits their use in conducting forensic investigations in the long 
run, for example on advanced persistent threats, or other historical incidents. 

The Diversity-enhanced SIEM (DiSIEM) project aims to address these limitations by complementing 
existing SIEMs with a set of components for accessing diverse data sources, feeding enhanced events to the 
SIEM and generating enhanced reports and metrics to better support the security operation centres. Figure 
1.1 illustrates this vision. 

 

Figure 1.1: The DiSIEM vision. Users of current SIEMs are not able to cope with the complex, diverse 
information sources and struggle to make effective decisions. DiSIEM will process and present this 
complexity in an easy-to-digest, actionable form. 

1.1.2 DiSIEM Objectives 

The DiSIEM project aims to address the limitations described above to improve SIEMs already deployed in 
production. Instead of proposing novel architectures for future SIEMs or modifications to existing ones, the 
project will address the aforementioned limitations by extending current systems, leveraging their built-in 
capacity for extension and customisation. The core idea of the project is to enhance existing SIEM systems 
with several diversity mechanisms, representing five main advances in the state of the art: 

1. Integrate diverse OSINT (Open Source Intelligence) data sources available on the web, such as 
the NIST’s National Vulnerability Databases, vulnerability and patch databases offered by vendors; 
threat intelligence data that organisations share with each other (e.g., Internet addresses, URLs and 



Proposed Enhancements
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Extending SIEMs
• Deploying a SIEM has a very high cost
• It is not feasible to change existing deployments
• Existing systems support extensions

– New connectors for feeding events to the system
– Stored events can be fetched from the system
– New reports/dashboards can be created on the UI

• Independent side systems can be deployed
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Methodology & Milestones
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Technical Overview
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Reference Architecture
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WP3 – Security and Risk Modelling

• Objectives
– Define security metrics to assess characteristics of 

interest for security decision making
– Apply quantitative, probabilistic methods to 

support decisions on how best to combine 
multiple defences given a threat environment
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Multi-level Risk Model

• Which considers:
– A hierarchy of three layers of assets
– Dependencies and risk spreading 

• Interlayer (applications from hosts, 
services from applications)

• Intra-layer (applications and hosts) 

– Risk is scored per asset bottom-up, 
considering dependencies, 
vulnerabilities, and incidents
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Strategies for Optimal Adjudication
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Forecasting Security Risks

• Statistical models for, based on past events, forecast 
the probability of cybersecurity events in the future
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Figure 20: A U-plot is the plot of the empirical CDF of the û-variates defined by (7.4).
The empirical CDF is written in terms of the symbol 1ûj6u, which equals 1 if the value
of ûj is not greater than u, and equals 0 if it is. If the empirical CDF does not lie
close to the diagonal, then the nature of its deviations from the diagonal can indicate
systematic bias in the sequence of forecast CDFs being evaluated. Two types of deviation
are depicted here: the case when the CDFs make the forecasted times more likely than
they should be (when the points lie below the diagonal), or less likely than they should be
(when the points lie above the diagonal)

Notice how, in definition (7.4) of, say, the ûn variate, only the observations up
until the (n�1)th observation are used to fit the model, the resulting fit being the
nth forecast CDF that is F̂x1,...,xn�1(t). This makes the value of ûn exactly what one
would expect it to be if only the events seen “so far”, i.e. x1, . . . , xn�1, are used to
fit a forecast CDF F̂x1,...,xn�1(t). And the earliest time at which this forecast can
be evaluated, i.e. the earliest time when ûn can be computed, is when the next
event xn is eventually observed, and not before. This is why properly constructed
U-plots of û-variates are statistically principled and not circular. There is a clean
separation between data for fitting the “F̂”s and data for evaluating them.

The primary advantage of using Rosenblatt’s theorem for evaluation is the fact
that only very weak assumptions about the true, unknown probability law being
sought are needed. This is in contrast with other goodness-of-fit tests that require
statistics from observations to satisfy certain properties e.g. assumptions of “nor-
mality” or statistical independence between the observations. Here, the generality
of the theorem is also what makes it a very practical result.

For many years, U-plots have been successfully applied to evaluating the accuracy
of predictions about how the reliability of software changes over time [34–36].
The fact that using this technique does not require strong assumptions to hold in
practice makes its use very appealing indeed. And its applicability to assessing
our fitted vulnerability process is immediate, without any modifications needed to
account for the “multiple events” in our model, which are absent from the “single

45



WP4 – OSINT Data Fusion and 
Analysis

• Objectives
– Fetching and analyzing OSINT data
– Identify trends that could anticipate threats to an 

organization
– Integrate relevant OSINT in the SIEM context
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DigitalMR’ listening247 Threat Analyser
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Goal: Use ML and NLP Pipeline for 
threat detection
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• End-to-end processing pipeline from Twitter 
accounts to Indicators of Compromise (IoC)
– Filtering, Classifying, Grouping, Knowledge extraction

OSINT Threat Detector
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WP5 – Visual Analysis Platform

• Objectives
– Develop data visualisation techniques for 

supporting security analysts’ decision making
– Harmonise different data sources
– Combine visual and computational methods for 

enhanced data analysis and modelling
– Eventually support decision-making using such 

diverse data within SIEMs
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User Behaviour Analytics Platform
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Diversity & Forecasting Analytics 
Platform
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WP6 – Infrastructure Enhancements

• Objectives
● Integrate behavioral anomaly detectors 

(UEBA) for business-critical applications
● Enhanced sensors and monitoring tools 

that leverage diversity
● Develop security analytics tools to 

improve decision-making
● Enhance storage capabilities
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WP6 – Skeptic II
§ A user-centric application 

anomaly detector
§ Enhances application security 

by leveraging User Behavioral 
Analytics to monitor 
application user activities 

§ Allows SIEM operators to focus 
on distilled application alerts 
instead of sifting through 
application audit events 
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WP6 – SLiCER/Vawlt
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Project Outcomes
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Main Results of the Project

• As an Innovation Action, a great effort was made 
to build high-TRL components
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The	table	also	shows	other	infrastructures/projects	using	such	components.	For	
example,	although	SLiCER/Vawlt	was	not	used	in	production	by	any	partner,	the	
system	is	being	deployed	as	a	(paid)	pilot	in	the	data	processing	center	of	Faculty	
of	 Sciences	 of	 University	 of	 Lisbon	 (FCUL).	 This	 center	 generates	 35GB	 of	
(compressed)	 logs/day	 that	need	 to	be	kept	 for	up	 to	six	years	 to	comply	with	
national	regulations	for	the	public	service.	Vawlt	–	the	startup	that	came	out	of	
DiSIEM	 -	 is	 negotiating	 a	 contract	 to	 provide	 this	 service	 and	 SLiCER	 is	 the	
application	 capable	 of	 running	 queries	 in	 such	 massive	 log	 storage.	 The	
FC.ID/Vawlt	team	wants	to	replicate	this	scenario	in	other	public	institutions.	
	
Similarly,	 the	 H2020	 CS-AWARE	 project	 [18]	 will	 be	 using	 the	OSINT	 Threat	
Detector	 to	monitor	 threats	 to	 the	digital	 infrastructure	of	 two	municipalities,	
being	Rome	(Italy),	one	of	them.	By	exploiting	the	results	from	DiSIEM,	they	expect	
to	avoid	duplication	of	work	with	respect	to	threat	detection	and	focus	on	incident	
response	and	management	(a	problem	we	did	not	addressed	directly	in	DiSIEM).	
FC.ID	is	about	to	sign	a	Memorandum	of	Understanding	(whose	draft	is	included	
in	Deliverable	8.4)	in	which	its	team	agree	to	maintain	the	component	working	
and	providing	updated	data	 for	 free	 to	 this	project	 (and	municipalities)	 for	 the	
next	18	months,	at	least.		

5.2 TRL of the Validated Components 
	
We	conclude	our	evaluation	by	presenting	an	assessment	of	the	TRL	(Technology	
Readiness	 Level)	 of	 each	 component.	 Table	 15	 shows	 the	 TRL	 of	 each	DiSIEM	
component	at	the	beginning	and	the	end	of	the	project,	highlighting	the	progress	
carried	on	during	these	three	years.	
	
	
DiSIEM	Component	 Initial	TRL	 Final	TRL	
Listening	247	Threat	Analyser	 2	 6	
OSINT	Threat	Detector	 2	 7	
Threat	Intelligence	Integrator	 2	 6	
Network-based	Anomaly	Detector	 2	 5	
Skeptic	II	 3	 8	
User	Behaviour	Analytics	Platform	 2	 7	
Diversity	&	Forecasting	Analytics	Platform	 2	 7	
Multi-level	Risk	Manager	 2	 8	
SLiCER/Vawlt	 2/5	 5/8	

Table	15	-	Initial	ad	Final	TRL	level	of	the	DiSIEM	components.	

	
As	 can	 be	 seen	 in	 the	 table,	 most	 of	 the	 components	 were	 only	 conceptually	
formulated	in	the	beginning	of	the	project	(i.e.,	the	main	ideas	were	outlined	in	the	
project	proposal),	with	the	exception	of	Skeptic	II	–	Amadeus	already	had	a	very	
limited	version	of	this	component	(Skeptic	I),	and	Vawlt	–	which	was		prototyped	
and	validated	in	a	relevant	environment	during	the	SUPERCLOUD	H2020	project.	
At	 the	end	of	 the	project,	 the	nine	 (or	 ten,	 if	we	consider	Vawlt	as	a	 separated	
component	 from	SLiCER)	components	devised	 in	DiSIEM	reached	the	 following	
TRL:	



Main Results of the Project

• Several components built in the project are 
deployed in production and will continue to 
be used after the project ends
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integrated in one or more SIEMs and the pilot deployments started, first in test environments 
and, later, when appropriate, in production. Table 2 shows the status of the components usage 
by the end of DiSIEM’s execution. 

 

DiSIEM Component Amadeus Atos EDP Other 
Listening 247 Threat Analyser Production Lab Production  
OSINT Threat Detector Production Lab Production CS-AWARE 
Threat Intelligence Integrator Production Lab Production  
Network-based Anomaly Detector - Lab -  
Skeptic II Production - -  
User Behaviour Analytics Platform Production - -  
Diversity & Forecasting Analytics Platform Production Lab -  
Multi-level Risk Manager - - Production  
SLiCER/Vawlt - Lab Test FCUL 

Table 2 – Integration of DiSIEM components on Test and Production environments. 

 

T7.1 – Validation work plan (M19-24) 

This task was led by EDP with core contributions coming from this partner, Amadeus, and 
ATOS. 

EDP. The partner was responsible for D7.1, which laid out the objectives and calendar for 
component validation. This deliverable included contributions from all partners and defined in 
detail the integration of developed components with existing SIEM platforms, using scenario-
based development. The document was used as a guide for the integration and validation 
activities during the last 12 months of the project. 

Amadeus. Amadeus worked on defining the validation methodology of integration of the 
DiSIEM components to the industrial partners’ SIEM platforms. The SBD (Scenario-based 
Design) methodology allows to drive the integration activities, analyse user requirements and 
evaluate component capabilities.  

Following this methodology, Amadeus defined a set of preliminary scenarios that reflect the 
day-to-day activities of SOC teams. These scenarios were then revisited in the validation and 
pilot deployment task to evaluate the success of the integration.  

Amadeus also provided an in-depth description of its test and production SIEM environments 
as well as the Skeptic II deployment requirements.  

All these contributions are described in D7.1 (M24). 

ATOS: During this period, ATOS provided details on the validation plan of the XL-SIEM and 
contributed to D7.1, providing information about the different components developed in ATOS 
for the project and the testbed dedicated to the validation of all components and their integration 
with the XL-SIEM. 

OSINT

APP. MONITORING



Main Results of the Project
• New business leads

– Potential joint exploitation between ATOS, DigitalMR, and 
FCiências.ID

– DigitalMR’ OSINT thread prediction as a standalone commercial 
solution in the Listening 247 brand

– Significant financial impact in the pilot partners SOCs
– A start-up (Vawlt) was created to exploit one of the components 

developed in the project
• Secured 0,5M euros of pre-seed funding from Armilar
• Currently employing 5 persons (3 worked on DiSIEM)

• 41 papers were published, several of them on prestigious 
journals and conferences

• Open-source software to boost research impact
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Details about components
deployed on EDP
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Multi-Level Risk Manager
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Multi-level Risk Manager: Model
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Multi-level Risk Manager: Variables

Vulnerabilities 
Variable

Incidents 
Variable

Dependencies 
Variable

Risk 
Score

Score of active and historical vulnerabilities in 
the asset (including the three previous months)

Scores the risk that is inherited from other 
assets due to the dependency on them

Score of security incidents in the asset 
(including the three previous months)



Multi-level Risk Manager: Architecture 
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Dashboard – Global Risk
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Dashboard – Services
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Dashboard – Hosts
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Components Effect on EDP’ SOC

Improve the decision-making process of security analysts and the 
infrastructure risk visibility for C-level managers
• Introduced a risk viewpoint to the operational day-to-day activities 

of the SOC
• The relevance, exposure and value of the assets is now used to 

prioritize incident and vulnerability management efforts
• Security risk became part of the C-level decision-making process



OSINT Threat Detector
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OSINT Threat Detector



OSINT Threat Detector

• Find relevant OSINT in 
Twitter

• Related to the 
cybersecurity of a 
specific monitored IT 
infrastructure

• Feed selected OSINT to 
the SIEM



OSINT Threat Detector

• Why Twitter?
Coverage for all vulnerabilities Timeliness for named vuln.

97.5% since 2010 93.7% in the same day
(since 2010)



OSINT Threat Detector

• Processing pipeline architecture
Tweet normalization 
and feature vector 
generation

Support Vector 
Machines;
Convolution Neural 
Networks;

Stream clustering 
based on k-means 
algorithm

Deep Neural 
Networks for 
Named Entity 
Recognition



OSINT Threat Detector



Integration with Arcsight

• New dashboard
– Plotting the number of tweets that mention a 

given product or vulnerability

• New correlation rule and alarm
– If the number of tweets mentioning  a certain

asset is greater than 5, raise an alarm 
– Use tweets to enrich alarms from IPS
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